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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Blockbuster Witness]

SAVANNAH GUTHRIE: Just ahead, her explosive allegations, including a claim the President
lunged at the throat of his own security agent. How the Secret Service is responding this
morning.

(....)

7:02:38 a.m.
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GUTHRIE: Her words reverberating across the country. She said under oath president Donald
Trump raged after his January 6 speech, aggressively trying to force his way to join rioters at the
U.S. Capitol and allegedly taking aim at his own lead Secret Service agent Bobby Engel inside
the presidential SUV.

[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Former White House Aide’s Explosive Testimony]

CASSIDY HUTCHINSON: The President hadn't got into the vehicle with Bobby. He thought
they were going to the capitol and when Bobby had relayed to him, “we're not. We don't have the
assets to do it. We're not secure. We're going back to the West Wing,” The President had very
strong, very angry response to that. Umm, Tony described him as being irate. The President said
something to the effect of, “I'm the f-ing President, take me up to the Capitol now” to which
Bobby responded, “sir, we have to go back to the West Wing.” The President reached up towards
the front of the vehicle to grab at the steering wheel. Mr. Engel grabbed his arm, said, “sir, you
need to take your hand off the steering wheel. We're going back to the West Wing. We're not
going to the Capitol.” Mr. Trump then used his free hand to lunge towards Bobby Engel and
when Mr. Ornato had recounted the story to me, he had motioned towards his clavicles. 

GUTHRIE: President Trump disputing that account. Secret Service weighing in this morning as
well. We’ll have that just ahead. But it was one of just many bombshells revealed during those
hearings yesterday.

(....)
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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Former White House Aide’s Explosive Testimony]



PETER ALEXANDER: There is new fallout after that dramatic testimony from Cassidy
Hutchison. The first White House official to testify publicly. Perhaps her biggest revelation that
former President Trump wanted to go to the Capitol on January 6 pressuring his own Secret
Service detail to let him join that crowd of his supporters.

(....)
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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Former White House Aide’s Explosive Testimony]

ALEXANDER: But another explosive moment now being disputed by some close to the Secret
Service after those allegations from Hutchinson, that Mr. Trump, furious he was not being driven
to the Capitol, tried to grab the steering wheel and lunged toward his lead agent, Bobby Engel. A
source close to the Secret Service tells NBC News both Engel and the SUV driver are prepared to
testify under oath, disputing that Mr. Trump ever assaulted any agent or tried to grab the wheel.
Hutchinson's lawyer says she “testified, under oath...recount[ing] what she was told” and “those
with knowledge of” that “episode...should” do the same. Hutchinson says she first heard of plans
for President Trump to make an unannounced trip to the capitol from Rudy Giuliani days before
January 6th.

(....)
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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Former White House Aide’s Explosive Testimony]

GUTHRIE: You talked about the Secret Service agents who apparently are willing to testify
under oath. We'll see if the committee takes them up on their offer.

(....)
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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Former White House Aide’s Explosive Testimony]

GUTHRIE: A lot of folks were listening to this testimony yesterday wondering whether this
could lead to criminal charges. I should mention, you know, Hutchinson's testimony, while
compelling, would likely not be admissible in a court of law. It's hearsay. How does that play into
whether or not this ultimately does lead to any kind of criminal charge against anybody?

ALEXANDER: Yeah, Savannah, you know this best. Legal experts agree that some of her



testimony would be admissible, some would not be in court. Witnesses are generally allowed to
testify to what they saw or what they heard firsthand, not things that you hear from other people.
Prosecutors, obviously, they rely on lots of witnesses to build, to — to corroborate a case.
Hutchinson is just one witness. So, no case would rise or fall on her testimony alone. But the
bottom line here is it still remains an open question whether the Justice Department is going to
bring any indictments against the former President or any of those inside his inner circle. We
heard from Mr. Trump's former Attorney General Bill Barr, by the way. He said that yesterday's
hearing gave investigators, “a lot to chew on.”

(....)
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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Explosive Allegations]

GUTHRIE: Explosive allegations. A former white house aide speaking out, under oath and on
the record, detailing the President's plan to go to the capitol as riots broke out. 

HUTCHINSON: The President said something to the effect of, “I'm the f-ing President, take me
up to the Capitol now.”

GUTHRIE: What the former President and Secret Service are saying about that claim and what it
all means going forward.

(....)
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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Breaking News; Former White House Aide’s Explosive Testimony]

GUTHRIE: A surprise witness at the January 6 hearings — well, with a witness testifying
yesterday that former President Donald Trump wanted to join the armed mob that had marched
on the U.S. Capitol. It’s just one of many explosive allegations.

(....)
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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Breaking News; Former White House Aide’s Explosive Testimony]

GUTHRIE: NBC’s chief White House correspondent, Today weekend co-anchor Peter
Alexander has reaction to that bombshell claim[.]



(....)
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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Breaking News; Former White House Aide’s Explosive Testimony]

ALEXANDER: It follows the explosive testimony from Hutchinson who detailed a dramatic
confrontation inside that presidential SUV, relayed to her by a senior staffer saying that Mr.
Trump became furious that he was not being driven to the Capitol and lashed out at his lead
Secret Service agent, Bobby Engel. 

HUTCHINSON: The President reached up towards the front of the vehicle to grab at the steering
wheel. Mr. Engel grabbed his arm, said, “sir, you need to take your hand off the steering wheel.
We're going back to the West Wing. We're not going to the Capitol.”

ALEXANDER: And new this morning, a Secret Service spokesman tells me that the agents in
that SUV are prepared to testify under oath, responding to Hutchinson's new allegations. A
source close to both men disputes that Mr. Trump ever tried to grab the wheel or get physical, but
that the men do not deny that Mr. Trump was furious. He was irate and wanted to go to the
Capitol. 


